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EFFICIENT DRC FOR VERIFICATION OF LARGE VLSI LAYOUTS1 P.K. Ganesh2



Prosenjit Gupta3 Abstract



The traditional mask-based model employed for Design Rule Checking (DRC) results in problems amenable to easy solutions by standard techniques in Computational Geometry. However, when dealing with data sets too massive to fit into main memory, communication between the fast internal and the slow external memory is often the chief performance bottleneck. Although a lot of research has been done in the recent past on efficient external-memory algorithms and data structures, such work in the area of VLSI computer-aided design is limited. In this paper, we design efficient external memory algorithms for a number of prototypical problems in DRC by exploiting the so-called square root law, which states that in a VLSI layout set of n line segments, we can expect about √n segments to intersect a horizontal or vertical scanline. These algorithms are found to substantially outperform existing main memory algorithms as well as worst-case optimal external memory algorithms which ignore the square root law.



Keywords External Memory Algorithms, Design Rule Checking, VLSI Layouts 1. Introduction In an increasing number of problems these days, including those involving VLSI layouts, the amount of data to be processed is often far too massive to fit into internal memory. Despite growing memories, the increasing demands on tools to handle larger amount of data necessitates taking secondary management into account explicitly. One can certainly use standard main memory algorithms for data that reside on disk but their performance is often considerably below the optimum because there is no control over how the operating system performs disk accesses. Algorithms and data structures designed to minimize the I/O operations between main memory and disk are called external-memory algorithms (Vitter (2001)). Although a lot of research has been done in the recent past on efficient external-memory algorithms and data structures in general, such work in the area of VLSI computer-aided design is limited. In Liao, Shenoy and Nicholls (2002), an efficient external-memory algorithm for the region query in area routing was presented. In Sharathkumar, Vinaykumar, Maheshwari and Gupta (2005), an efficient external-memory segmentintersection algorithm was presented, assuming that the data originates from VLSI layouts. 1
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2. Basic Terminology In this section we introduce the terminology associated with VLSI layout checking, with parts borrowed from Modarres and Lomax (1987) and O' Sullivan (1995). The basic element in a layout is a rectangle R with edges parallel to coordinate axes; such a rectangle is known as a Manhattan rectangle. Any polygon formed of the union of Manhattan rectangles will only have edges parallel to the coordinate axes; such a polygon is called a rectangular or Manhattan polygon. For the purposes of this paper, a union of disjoint rectangles is also considered a Manhattan polygon. For a point Q on a plane, Q x and



Q y denote the coordinates. If LS is a horizontal line segment, left ( LS ) and right ( LS ) denote, respectively, the left and right end points of LS . Also, LS y is defined as the (unique) y -coordinate of the points on LS . If LS is vertical, on the other hand, we define the functions top( LS ) and bottom( LS ) , and the parameter LS x analogously. In the former (resp. latter) case, LS y (resp. LS x ) is called the independent parameter ip( LS ) of the edge. We define two line segments LS1 and LS 2 to be similar to each other iff they are both horizontal, or both vertical, and dissimilar otherwise. A line segment LS1 is said to cover a similar line segment LS 2 iff every point in the latter also belongs to the former. The projection proj ( LS1 , LS 2 ) of a line segment LS1 on a similar line segment



LS 2 is constructed as follows. If LS1 is horizontal, proj ( LS1 , LS 2 ) is defined by the points (left ( LS1 ) x , LS 2 y ) and (right ( LS1 ) x , LS 2 y ) . Otherwise, the projection



is



defined



( LS 2 x , top( LS1 ) y ) .



by



the



points



( LS 2 x , bottom( LS1 ) y ) and



LS1 is said to cover LS 2 in the extended sense if



proj ( LS1 , LS 2 ) covers LS 2 . Given two sets LSS1 and LSS 2 of line segments such that any two distinct elements LS1 , LS 2 ∈ LSS1 ∪ LSS 2 are similar to each other, LSS1 is said to cover LSS 2 iff every line segment in LSS 2 is covered by some subset of LSS1 . Similarly, LSS1 covers LSS 2 in the extended sense if every line segment in the latter is covered in the extended sense by some subset of the former. For a rectangle R , topleft (R ) and botright (R) denote, respectively, the top left and the bottom right corners of R ; and left (R) , right (R ) , top(R) and bottom(R ) denote the intended edge of R . Given a pair of rectangles R 1 and R 2 , the operations R1 ∪ R 2 and R1 ∩ R 2 are defined as usual. Note that the latter can be a null set, a point, a line, or a rectangle; in the last case, we say that R1 ∩ R 2 is a valid intersection. Define R1 < x R 2 iff left ( R1 ) x < left ( R 2 ) x . A typical VLSI layout will consist not of one rectangle, but of a set of rectangles, known as a layer. If L is a layer, Li ∈ L is a typical rectangle in the layer, and the elements of L are indexed arbitrarily. We define



L ∪ R = U( Li ∪ R ) and L ∩ R = U( Li ∩ R ) . L is said to cover R if each point falling within R falls within at least one Li ∈ L . A pair of points marked on an edge of R is called an interval. If I is an interval on an edge of R , the complement I ' of I is defined as the set of points on that edge not in I . The expansion E ( I , w) of interval I by width w is a rectangle constructed as follows. Let I 1 be a copy of I .If I falls on a horizontal edge of R , move I 1 vertically by distance w away from R . If I falls on a vertical edge of R instead, move I 1 horizontally by distance w outside of R . If w > 0 , E (i, w) is the rectangle defined by the parallel edges I and I 1 . .To find E ( I , w) when w < 0 , we repeat the same procedure as above, except that



I 1 is moved inside R instead; when this is the case, we call the process shrinking rather than expansion. A set P of intervals marked on the edges of R is called a partition of R , and Pi denotes the elements of P indexed arbitrarily. Given a width w , we define the expansion E ( P, w) as the union of expansions of intervals in P by w . Note that the rectangles in a layer L , on intersecting R , trace out intervals on one or more sides of R . Since this set forms a partition of R , it is called the partitioning of R by L , denoted by P( R, L) .The complement of partition P is defined to be P' = ∪{Pi ' } . 3. The Disk Model We borrow the disk model from Rigaux, Scholl and Voisard (2002). We wish to process N homogeneous data items stored on disk, using a memory into which M data items fit. B data items fit into each disk block and n and m are respectively the sizes in bytes of N and M data itemsets. The primary measures of complexity in the model are the number of I/O operations performed, the amount of disk space used and the computation time. Ideally, external memory algorithms should use a linear amount of disk space, i.e. O( N / B ) . 4. DRC Primitives Let R be a rectangle, let L be a layer of rectangles. Introduce a new set S of rectangles as some function of P( R, L) . Define the following primitive operations, borrowed again from Modarres and Lomax (1987) and O’Sullivan(1995). Note that in general a primitive operation is of the form f ( L, R, S ) . If f ( L, R, S ) returns true for some instance of the triple



T = ( L, R, S ) , f is said to be satisfied by T , otherwise f is violated by T . 4.1 Coverage Test : Cov ( L, R ) In this case we verify whether L covers R . Typically, input and output data for this and subsequent algorithms are stored in a stream on disk. Coverage testing is solved with a modification of the sweepline algorithm for orthogonal line



segments given below. For each Li ∈ L , test whether I i = Li ∩ R is a valid intersection; if so, append the left and right edges I i to a stream L1 . Sort the edges of L1 from left to right, to form a new stream L 2 . Next, run a vertical sweepline SL from the left to the right end of L 2 . Maintain a balanced segment tree ST storing vertical segments. The pseudocode is presented below: 1.



Read the first edge e1 from L 2 ; let its x -coordinate be x c .If e1x ≠ x c exit citing violation. Otherwise, insert e1 into ST .



2.



For i = 2..length( L2 ) do steps 3-7



3.



Read the next edge ei from L 2



4.



If ei is a left edge, goto step 5, else goto step 6.



5.



If eix ≠ x c query ST for the minimum and maximum y coordinates of edges in it. If these do not correspond to bottom( R) y and top( R) y exit citing violation. Else, insert ei into ST and set x c to eix . Return to step 2.



6.



Delete ei from ST , and query ST for the minimum and maximum y coordinates of edges in it. If these do not correspond to



bottom( R) y and top( R) y exit citing violation. Otherwise if the end of the 7.



stream has been reached, goto step 7; if not, return to step 2. If eix ≠ right ( R ) x exit reporting violation, else exit satisfaction.



reporting



The sweepline part above can be made efficient by the tiling approach introduced in Sharathkumar, Vinaykumar, Maheshwari and Gupta (2005). 4.2 Intersection Test : Inter ( L, R) Here we verify whether there is any intersection between L and R . This is the easiest of the primitive algorithms, and can be done in one pass. For each Li ∈ L , test whether I i = Li ∩ R is a valid intersection. If so, exit, citing satisfaction; otherwise, continue till the end of the stream. At the end, decide that the intersection test is violated. 4.3 Partitional Coverage Test : PartCov ( L, R, S ) Here we verify whether L forms a cover for S . This is an extension of the Cov ( L, R ) , the difference being that we have to test for the coverage of line segments in S by those of L at each stage of the line sweep. The problem involves testing whether one set of line segments covers another in the extended sense. We omit the details due to lack of space. We finally note that the tiling algorithm applies to this function as well. 4.4 Partitional Intersection Test : PartInter ( L, R, S ) Here we verify whether any of the rectangles of L intersect any of those of S . This algorithm may be likened to the merging of two sorted arrays. Sort the



rectangles in L and S left to right, resulting in the streams L1 and S1 . Place pointers l and s at the beginning of L1 and S1 respectively, and read rectangles



L1 l and S1 s from the respective streams. If L1l < x S1z , keep incrementing l until I = S1 s ∩ L1l is valid, or S1 s < x L1l . Otherwise, keep incrementing s until I = S1 s ∩ L1l is valid, or L1l < x S1z . If a valid intersection is found, exit citing satisfaction; else one of the streams gets exhausted. In the latter event, decide violation. 5. DRC Rules In this section we specify a set of simple DRC rules in terms of the primitives introduced in the previous section, again borrowing from the terminology introduced in Modarres and Lomax (1987). In the rules given below, R and L retain the same meanings as in the previous sections; L 2 is another layer of rectangles, and w is a width. 5.1. Minimum Separation Check : MSC ( R, L, w) Given the triple ( R, L, w) , we need to find P( R, L) and check whether



E ( P, w) ∩ L is valid. For each Li ∈ L , find the partition Pi associated with Li ∩ R . Append the rectangles in E ( Pi , w) to a stream L' . Then the check reduces to finding if there are valid intersections between L' and L . This is done by PartInter ( L, R, L' ) . 5.2. Minimum Width Check : MWC ( R, L, w) Given the triple ( R, L, w) , we need to find P( R, L) and check whether the complement of P shrunk by w , E ( P' , w) has a valid intersection with L . For



Pi ' = P ' ( R, Li ) . Append the L' . The check reduces to



each Li ∈ L , compute the partition complement



E ( Pi ' ,− w) PartInter ( L, R, L' ) .



rectangles in



to a stream



5.3. Minimum Overlap Check: MOC ( R, L, L 2 , w) Given the quadruple ( R, L, L 2 , w) , we need to find P' = P ( R, L)' and check that



L 2 covers E ( P' , w) . Pass through each Li ∈ L and compute Pi ' = P ' ( R, Li ) . Append the rectangles in E ( Pi ' , w) to the end of a stream L' . The problem reduces now to PartCov ( L 2 , R, L' ) . 6. Implementation and Results 6.1 Implementation Environment Each of the above algorithms was coded on C++ using gcc-3.4.2, running on Fedora-Core 3.4.2-6, on a 2 GHz Intel Pentium-4 processor. We used the TPIE package developed in Arge, Procopiuc, and Vitter (2002) to implement external memory data structures and the GSL library to generate some of the test data.



6.2 Test data generation To test the algorithms developed in the previous sections, we followed two approaches: generating our own test data, and extending existing layout data. Generating our own test data. We generated random test data for two types of test cases, informally called good and bad. The good test cases preserve the n law, bringing out the performance of the tiling approach, (whenever tiling is appropriate), whereas the bad ones are adversarial in nature, striving to violate the law to the best of their ability. In both these test cases, the boundary point coordinates topleft ( R) x , topleft ( R) y , botright ( R) x , and botright ( R) y of the rectangle R are uniformly distributed random variables over (0, RAND _ MAX ) .The difference arises only when they determine the rectangles in L ,and in L 2 in case of the MOC .Assume that l max and wmax are the maximum allowable length and width of the sample rectangle. Good cases Both the following distributions contribute to the n law. Choose l max = wmax = RAND _ MAX . (i) Uniform Distribution Let X , Y be two



uniformly distributed random variables over [0,1] .Choose two samples x1 , x 2 from X , and two samples y1 , y 2 from Y .The sample rectangle will be the one



y = l max x1 , y = l max x 2 , x = wmax y1 , and x = wmax y 2 . (ii) Normal Distribution: This is identical to the above, except that X , Y are Gaussian random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Expected Output The good test cases should run "many" times faster using the tiling approach, compared to the other approaches. Bad cases: Here we try to falsify the assumption of the tiling algorithm that rectangles are uniformly distributed across the tiles, crowding rectangles into as close a space as possible. This forces the tiling algorithm to perform as badly as distribution sweeping, as we shall see later. We modify the good cases for this purpose as follows. Choose l max = r1 , w max = r2 ,0 < r1,2 < RAND _ MAX ;



bounded by the four lines



introduce two new variables, l min = r1 ' , wmin = r2 ' | 0 < r1 ' < r1 ,0 < r2 ' < r2 ,such that r1 − r1 ' and r2 − r2 ' are less than tilesize .We define two new distributions : (i) Packed Uniform Distribution: Let X be uniform on [l min, l max ] and Y be uniform on [ w min, w max ] . Choose the random rectangle [ x1 , y1 ] × [ x 2 , y 2 ] ,where



x1 , x 2 are samples of X ,and y1 , y 2 are samples of Y . (ii) Packed Normal Distribution: This is identical to the above, except that X = (l max − l min ) z + l min and Y = ( wmax − wmin ) z + wmin where z is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance. Expected output: The bad test cases should take the same time as distribution sweeping, and "much" less time than an equivalent main memory algorithm. Extending existing layouts. Chip layout data in the form of gds files are available online. The data in each such file was replicated to produce the required number of layout rectangles. This gives us a good test case similar to the ones above.



6.3 Testing Strategy Test results for the DRC primitives and rules above is given in the next section, which are to be interpreted as follows: Tests that involve tiling. We compare three algorithms, MMAP, Distribution Sweeping and Tiling. The first is the main memory version of the algorithm, implemented with page swapping by the mmap function. Distribution sweeping is the one given in Rigaux, Scholl, and Voisard (2002); it is a worst-case optimal algorithm. The Tiling algorithm is a slight modification of the algorithm cited in previous sections; when we encounter a worst case scenario, such as a bad test case, we default to distribution sweeping, otherwise proceed with the tiling algorithm. Test results indicate the good cases; for the bad cases, the results of Distribution Sweeping should be substituted for those of Tiling. Tests that do not involve tiling. We compare only two algorithms, Main Memory and External Memory. The former is defined as in (1) above. For the latter, there is no notion of sweeping, hence "Distribution Sweeping" and "Tiling" make no sense. Instead, the distinction from the former is that the latter has been implemented using TPIE.



6.4 Test Results Main Memory size was 32 MB. Execution times are in seconds. A hyphen indicates an execution time of over 15 hours. DS refers to distribution sweeping. The input sizes are in millions. Input 5 10 15 20 30 40 50



Tiling 60 90 135 221 300 465 665



DS 118 293 395 600 1081 3298 4100



MMAP 5514 21386 -



Tiling 5 10 15 20 30 40 50



5 10 15 20 30 40 50



TPIE 21 43 65 88 138 180 225



MMAP 180 275 336 415 489 656 845



Table 2. Intersection Test.



Table 1. Coverage Test.



Input



Input



DS 101 677 1255 2310 3610 4210 5800



Table 3. Partitional Coverage Test.



280 1045 2157 3110 4450 5750 6960



MMAP 19600 -



Input 5 10 15 20 30 40 50



TPIE 36 60 117 147 225 315 362



MMAP 501 1024 1080 1620 2280 3360 3840



Table 4. Partitional Intersection Test. Input 5 10 15 20 30 40 50



TPIE 57 103 187 240 338 370 600



MMAP 675 1300 1350 2020 2770 4010 4650



Table 6. Minimum Width Check.



Input 5 10 15 20 30 40 50



TPIE 57 103 187 240 338 370 600



MMAP 675 1300 1350 2020 2770 4010 4650



Table 5. Min. Separation Check. Input 5 10 15 20 30 40 50



Tiling 120 720 1320 2400 3470 4030 5575



DS 300 1080 2220 3200 4310 5570 6375



MMAP 19853 -



Table 7. Minimum Overlap Check.



7 Conclusions In all cases the external-memory algorithms (Tiling, Distribution Sweeping or TPIE) outperform the main-memory algorithm. With designs entering the billion transistor era, and ever increasing demand on CAD tools to handle larger data sizes efficiently, external-memory algorithms hold exciting opportunities to improve performance. References [1] P. Rigaux, M.Scholl, and A. Voisard (2002). Spatial Databases: With Application to GIS, Morgan Kaufmann, 2002. [2] H. Modarres, R.J. Lomax (1987). A formal approach to VLSI design rule checking, IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Ciruits and Systems, 6(4) 1987, 561--573. [3] R. Sharathkumar, M.T.C. Vinaykumar, P. Maheshwari, and P. Gupta (2005). Efficient external memory segment intersection for processing very large VLSI layouts, Proceedings, 48th IEEE Midwest Symposium on Circuits and Systems, 2005, 740- 743. [4] L. Arge, O.Procopiuc, and J.S.Vitter(2002). Implementing I/O efficient data structures using TPIE, Proceedings, 10th European Symposium on Algorithms, 2002, 88--100. [5] J.S.Vitter (2001).External memory algorithms and data structures: dealing with massive data, ACM Computing Surveys, 33(2), 2001, 209--271. [6] B.O' Sullivan (1995). Applying partial evaluation to VLSI Design Rule Checking. Technical Report, Trinity College, Dublin. [7] S. Liao, N. Shenoy and W. Nicholls (2002). “An efficient external-memory implementation of region query with application to area routing”,Proceedings, IEEE International Conference on Computer Design, 2002, pp. 36—41.
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